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On behalf of the Bryan-Roach Administration, the Department of Property and Procurement welcomes you to our Saturday, August 20, 2022, Surplus Vehicle and Equipment Auction.

Among other things, the Department is charged with managing the acquisition, maintenance, and disposition of all government vehicles. As part of that tremendous responsibility, we conduct public auctions throughout the year to sell vehicles which are no longer needed for government operations - this reduces the fleet and maximizes on savings. Public auctions are an approved method in the Virgin Islands Code to sell government vehicles. We are fully committed to conducting auctions that are 100% fair, transparent, and in full compliance with the law. As such, we strictly adhere to the rules regarding registration, we always award contracts to the highest responsible bidder to ensure the government and the people of these Virgin Islands receive the best value possible, and we strictly enforce the vehicle purchase limits to a maximum of two (2) vehicles per successful bidder in accordance with the law.

We look forward to your full participation in this process and I encourage you to offer any feedback and ideas for future auctions and for improving our processes with us. We cannot do this without you. Please feel free to submit any suggestions by contacting the Commissioner’s Office at (340) 774-0828 (St. Thomas) or (340) 773-1561 (St. Croix).

Thank you, and we look forward to seeing you at the auction.

Anthony Thomas
Anthony D. Thomas
Commissioner
2022 VEHICLE AUCTION

AUCTION DATE:
SATURDAY
AUGUST 20, 2022
9 AM TO 3 PM

PRE-REGISTRATION
MONDAY - FRIDAY
AUGUST 15-19, 2022

AUCTION RULES:

PREREGISTRATION IS AVAILABLE AT THE DEPARTMENT’S FISCAL OFFICE.
Estate Richmond (Yellow Building)

Pre-Registration: Monday August 15th through
Friday August 19th 9am-12pm
Amount $125.00 (Cash)

PRE-INSPECTION OF THE VEHICLES
will take place at the
#274 Estate Richmond, Christiansted, VI 00820
Monday, August 15th through Friday August 19th, 2022
during the hours of 9 am to 12 pm daily.

TO PRE-REGISTER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
340.773.1561 (DIVISION OF TRANSPORTATION)
transportation@dpp.vi.gov
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES VIRGIN ISLANDS
DEPARTMENT OF PROPERTY AND PROCUREMENT
#274 Estate Richmond
Christiansted, VI 00820

VEHICLE AUCTION CONTRACT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

INSPECTION
The Bidder is invited, urged and cautioned to inspect the property prior to the commencement of the Auction. Failure to inspect the property will not be considered a basis for cancellation of this Contract. Property will be available for inspection at the Department of Property and Procurement, #274 Estate Richmond, St. Croix Virgin Islands 00820

CONDITION AND LOCATION OF PROPERTY
Unless otherwise provided in the Contract, the Purchaser shall be entitled to obtain property upon full payment therefor, and upon presentation of identification, receipt evidencing payment, Auction Contract and Sale Award and proof of title to property and/or vehicle insurance. Delivery shall only be made from the exact place where the property is located.

REGISTRATION
Bidder must register for the Auction by completing a Registration Card. This Registration Card must be retained throughout the Auction. If a Bidder is successfully awarded a bid, the award with the corresponding registration number and paddle number will be recorded on the Registration Card.
All Bidders acknowledge by signing the registration card that they have full and complete understanding of the terms and conditions of the Vehicle Auction Contract, and that the signature of each Bidder binds him/her to the terms and conditions stated herein.

IDENTIFICATION
All bidders are required to register for the Auction giving full name, address and phone number. Proof of identity must be supplied by tendering a Government issued form of identification (i.e. Passport or Driver’s License). Said identification will be tendered to the Registration clerk and shall be given to the Bidder after the termination of the Auction or upon the Bidder’s departure from the Auction. A NON-REFUNDABLE registration fee of one hundred and twenty five dollars ($125.00), cash, U.S. currency is required to participate in the Auction and must be tendered to the Registration clerk before the auction commences.

REGISTRATION FEES AND PAYMENTS
Unless otherwise provided in this Contract, the registration fee shall be tendered in cash only and all other payments shall be tendered in cash U.S. Currency, or credit cards (Visa/MasterCard) or debit.

ASSIGNMENT OF REGISTRATION NUMBER AND PADDLE NUMBER
Upon submitting acceptable forms of identification and the requisite registration fee, each Bidder shall be assigned a registration number and a corresponding paddle number. This number shall identify each Bidder throughout the Auction. Please note that all registered bidders are only allowed one (1) guest at each auction.

LIMITATION ON NUMBER OF VEHICLES
No registered bidder is allowed to purchase more than two (2) vehicles pursuant to Title 31 Section 169(b) of the Virgin Islands Code.
ELIGIBILITY OF BIDDERS
By signing this Contract, the Bidder warrants that they are at least 18 years of age. If the Bidder does not meet the age requirement, this Contract is null and void. No one under the age of 18 will be permitted at the Auction Site.

CONSIDERATION OF BIDS
Once a bid is entered for an item (when the Auctioneer opens the bids and commences the bidding process), the Bidder may not withdraw his/her bid. The Government reserves the right to reject any or all bids, including bids under which a Bidder would take unfair advantage of the Government or other Bidders, to waive any technical defects in bids, and unless otherwise specified by the Government or by the Bidder, to accept any one item or group of items in the bid, as may be in the best interest of the Government.

SUBMISSION OF BIDS AND AWARD
1. The Auctioneer will offer each numbered item separately. A Department of Property and Procurement numbered paddle will be provided to each registered Bidder. The Auctioneer will commence the bid by calling the starting price. Bidder will communicate acceptance of a bid by raising his/her paddle. The price will increase incrementally based on acceptance of a bid at the Auctioneer’s discretion.

2. When the Auctioneer closes the bid by accepting the highest responsive offer, this action will constitute an award by the Contracting Officer to the successful bidder for each item except as otherwise herein specifically provided.

3. Once an item is “closed”, the Bidder may not withdraw the bid.
4. In the event of a dispute as to the amount bid, item, or item number, and/or paddle number of a Bidder, the Contracting Officer reserves the right to reoffer the item in question. Records of the Government, as to the name and number of the Bidder, the bid, an amount thereof shall be prima facie evidence of the circumstances of the sale, and all disagreements will be resolved in accordance with such records.

5. Special provisions made by the Bidder will not be accepted and can cause the bids to be rejected.

6. The Auctioneer’s decision is final in the event of a dispute over any matter. The Auctioneer reserves the right to accept bids in any increments s/he feels are in the best interest of the Government.

AWARD OF CONTRACT
The contract will be awarded to the responsible Bidder whose bid conforms to the Contract and will be most advantageous to the Government, price and other factors considered. No registered bidder is allowed to purchase more than two (2) vehicles pursuant to 31 V.I.C. § 169(b).

SALES CONTRACT AND AWARD
The highest successful bidder must sign an “Auction Contract Sale and Award” contract and all other documents specified by the Department.

PAYMENT
The Successful Bidder or Purchaser agrees to purchase the property awarded to their in accordance with the price quoted in their bid. The successful bidder shall remit a minimum of twenty-five percent (25%) of the vehicle price to the cashier at the Auction site. Within three (3) business days subsequent to the Auction date, the successful bidder must remit seventy-five percent (75%) or the remaining balance to the
Department of Property and Procurement Fiscal Office located in the Department of Property and Procurement Main Building in the respective district. Once the remaining balance is remitted, the successful bidder shall be given a receipt, which she/he shall tender to the Division of Transportation, and upon which an “Auction Contract Sale and Award” shall be given with the vehicle registration. The successful bidder who tendered one hundred percent (100%) of the award price at the Auction site shall be given the “Auction Contract Sale of Award” and vehicle registration. Subject to any adjustment made pursuant to other provisions of this contract, payment of the full purchase price must be made within the time specified in the Contract or prior to the delivery of the vehicle. Payment method can be cash in U.S. Currency, credit card (Visa/MasterCard), or debit card.

**ORAL STATEMENTS AND MODIFICATIONS**

Any oral statements or representations by any representative of the Government, changing or supplementing the Contract or any Condition thereof, is unauthorized and shall confer no right upon the Bidder or Purchaser. Further, no interpretation of any provision of the contract, including applicable performance requirements, shall be binding on the Government unless furnished or agreed to, in writing; by the Contracting Officer or his/her designated representative.

**WITHDRAWAL OF PROPERTY AFTER AWARD**

The Government reserves the right to withdraw for its use any or all of the property covered by this contract, if a bona fide requirement for the property develops or exists prior to actual removal of the property from Government control. In event of a withdrawal under this condition, the Government shall be liable only for the refund of the contract price of the withdrawn property or such portion of the contract price as it may have received.
DELIVERY, LOADING AND REMOVAL OF PROPERTY

Unless otherwise provided in the Contract, the Purchaser shall be entitled to obtain property upon full payment therefor, and upon presentation of identification, receipt evidencing payment, Auction Contract and Sale Award and proof of title to property and/or vehicle insurance. Delivery shall only be made from the exact place where the property is located.

Notwithstanding, tender of 100% of the purchase price on auction day, no Purchaser shall be allowed to take possession and drive vehicles off the auction lot on the day of the auction.

Items purchased under the Contract will be released only to the Purchaser or his/her authorized representative. The authorized representative must furnish authorization from the Purchaser to the Custodian of the property location before any delivery of release will be made. The vehicle shall be released upon proof of identification and registration card showing a successful award from the Auction or in event that a balance of the award price was remitted, a receipt from the Fiscal Office of the Department of Property and Procurement.

DEFAULT

If, after the award of the property at the Auction site, the Purchaser breaches the contract by failure to make payment within the time allowed by the contract or the fails to remove the property as stated herein, the Government may send the Purchaser a fifteen (15) day written notice of default (calculated from the date of mailing), and upon Purchaser's failure to cure such default within that period (or such further period as the Contracting officer may allow) the Purchaser shall lose all right, title, and interest which she/he might otherwise have acquired in and to such property as to which a default has occurred.
Further, the Government shall assess storage fees of $10 per day for each day the Purchaser fails to cure the noted default. This storage fee shall be paid by the Purchaser in additions to the award price. Any Purchaser who has defaulted on an award and who fails to pay the storage fees assessed, will be barred from participating in future auctions until the Purchaser has paid the assessed storage fees.

INDEMNIFICATION

The Bidder agrees to hold the Government harmless from any and all actions, claims, debts, demands, judgments, liability, costs and attorney’s fees arising out of, claimed on account of, or in any manner predicated upon the loss of or damage to property and injuries, illness or disabilities to or death of any and all persons whatsoever, including members of the general public, or to the property of any legal or political entity including State, local and interstate bodies, in any manner caused by contributed to by the Bidder or Purchaser, its agents, servants, employees, or any person subject to its control while in, upon or about the Auction site and or the site upon which the property is located, or while the property is in possession of or subject to the control of the Bidder or Purchaser, its agents, servants or employees after the property has been removed from Government control.

REQUIREMENTS TO COMPLY WITH APPLICABLE LAWS AND REGULATIONS

It is the Bidder’s responsibility to ascertain and comply with all applicable Federal, State, Local and multi-jurisdictional laws, ordinances, and regulations pertaining to the registration, licensing and handling, possession, transportation, transfer, export, processing, manufacture, sale, use, or disposal of the property listed in the Contract. Purchasers or users of this property are not excused from any violation of such laws or regulations either because the Virgin Islands is a party to this sale or has any interest in the property at any time.
ENCUMBRANCES
Seller represents and warrants that the Property is free from all liens and encumbrances of any kind, except as expressly noted on an attached Encumbrances Disclosure, which is expressly made a part of this Contract.

SELLER’S AUTHORITY
Seller represents and warrants that Seller is fully vested with power to sell and convey the property free and clear of any liens or encumbrances without consent or approval of any third party and without condition or contingency except as expressly noted otherwise in this Contract. To the extent that Co-Seller is listed, Seller covenants and warrants that Seller is authorized to execute this Contract on behalf of the Co-Seller and that this Contract shall be valid and enforceable and binding upon the Co-Seller as it is upon Seller.

GOVERNING LAW
This Contract shall be governed by the laws of the United States Virgin Islands without regard to conflict of laws principles.

ASSIGNMENTS
A Bidder shall not assign or transfer any rights under this Contract, or registration numbers or Paddle numbers. Any assignment of transfer of aforesaid rights invalidates this Contract and any rights under the Contract.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This Contract constitutes the entire agreement between the parties hereto, and all prior understandings or communications, written or oral, with respect to the Contract, and its subject matter, are merged therein.
GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES VIRGIN ISLANDS
DEPARTMENT OF PROPERTY AND PROCUREMENT

AUCTION REGISTRATION CARD

By my signature below, I understand and agree to the terms and conditions stated in the Auction Sales Contract for purchase of this property.

Name:________________________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Work Phone:____________________________________________________________________
Home Phone:____________________________________________________________________
Cellular Phone:_________________________________________________________________
E-mail:_________________________________________________________________________
Form of Identification:____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Bidders/Purchaser’s Signature:____________________________________________________

Proof of Registration Fee (One Hundred Twenty Five Dollars $125.00)

☐ Cash

Registration Number:___________________ Paddle Number:_________________________

Bid Award

Vehicle Identification Number (VIN):______________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________
Award Bid Price:_________________________________________________________________
Certified by:_____________________________________________________________________
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS:

The Government of the United States Virgin Islands, Department of Property and Procurement (hereinafter called “Seller”) in consideration of the sum of ______________ by _____________ (hereinafter called “Buyer”) the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, does by these presents unto the Buyer, their executors, administrators, successors, and assigns, sell pursuant to V.I. Code Ann. tit. 31, § 169(a) and § 242, the following property:

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Vehicle Identification Number (“VIN#”) __________________________________________

TO HAVE AND TO HOLD the same unto Buyer, their executors, administrators, successors and assigns, forever.

Seller shall warrant and defend for itself, its successors and assigns, covenants, the sale of said property, goods, and chattels unto Buyer, their executors, administrators successors and assigns, against all and every person and persons whomever lawfully claiming the same.

Buyer hereby acknowledges inspecting the vehicle and purchasing it [them] “as is and where is” completely at the Buyer’s risk and Seller disclaims any express or implied warranties of condition or merchantability for a particular purpose.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Seller hereby executes this Contract Sale and Award in duplicate on this ___ , day of ______ , 20 __ .

BUYER

______________________________
Signature

______________________________
Print Name

SELLER

______________________________
Deputy/Assistant Commissioner Signature

______________________________
Print Name
AUCTION NO.: #001  
MAKE: CHEVROLET  
MODEL: TRAILBLAZER  
YEAR: 2007  
COLOR: WHITE  
VIN#: 1GNDT13SX72126674  
STARTING BID: $3,500.00  
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #002  
MAKE: CHEVROLET  
MODEL: TRAILBLAZER  
YEAR: 2005  
COLOR: WHITE  
VIN#: 1GNDT13S252224790  
STARTING BID: $4,000.00  
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #003  
MAKE: FORD  
MODEL: EXPLORER  
YEAR: 2010  
COLOR: WHITE  
VIN#: 1FMEU6DEXAU29496  
STARTING BID: $6,500.00  
CONDITION: AS IS
Auction No.: #004
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Trailblazer
Year: 2008
Color: White
VIN#: 1GNDT13S782156376
Starting Bid: $5,500.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #005
Make: Ford
Model: Escape Hybrid
Year: 2010
Color: White
VIN#: 1FMCU4K3XAKB27579
Starting Bid: $7,000.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #006
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Impala
Year: 2009
Color: White
VIN#: 2G1WB57K591219961
Starting Bid: $3,500.00
Condition: As Is
AUCTION NO.: #007
MAKE: GMC
MODEL: ENVOY
YEAR: 2009
COLOR: BLACK
VIN#: 1GKDT33S992131201
STARTING BID: $450.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #008
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: EQUINOX
YEAR: 2009
COLOR: BLACK
VIN#: 2CNDL23F996240300
STARTING BID: $3,000.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #009
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: IMPALA
YEAR: 2009
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 2G1WB57K191216658
STARTING BID: $3,600.00
CONDITION: AS IS
AUCTION NO.: #010
MAKE: LINCOLN
MODEL: MERCURY
YEAR: 2005
COLOR: BLACK
VIN#: 1LNHM84W05Y625877
STARTING BID: $5,800.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #011
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: TRAILBLAZER
YEAR: 2003
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GNDT13S732329922
STARTING BID: $3,900.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #012
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: TRAILBLAZER
YEAR: 2004
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GNDT13S842209618
STARTING BID: $3,200.00
CONDITION: AS IS
AUCTION NO.: #013
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: TRAILBLAZER
YEAR: 2004
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GNDT13S342211657
STARTING BID: $3,300.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #014
MAKE: GMC
MODEL: ENVOY
YEAR: 2005
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GKDT13S052333553
STARTING BID: $500.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #015
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: COBALT
YEAR: 2010
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1G1AD5F51A7229247
STARTING BID: $3,400.00
CONDITION: AS IS
2022 VEHICLE AUCTION

AUCTION NO.: #016
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: TRAILBLAZER
YEAR: 2006
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GNDT13S762186216
STARTING BID: $6,900.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #017
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: IMPALA
YEAR: 2009
COLOR: BLACK
VIN#: 2G1WS57M291301258
STARTING BID: $6,900.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #018
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: EQUINOX
YEAR: 2014
COLOR: BLACK
VIN#: 2GNFLFE35E6267700
STARTING BID: $400.00
CONDITION: AS IS
AUCTION NO.: #019
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: MALIBU
YEAR: 2010
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1G1ZA5EK1A4154179
STARTING BID: $6,000.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION.: #020
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: EQUINOX
YEAR: 2009
COLOR: BLACK
VIN#: 2CNDL23F496240298
STARTING BID: $3,800.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION.: #021
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: COLORADO
YEAR: 2009
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GCDT19E498131427
STARTING BID: $7,500.00
CONDITION: AS IS
2022 VEHICLE AUCTION

AUCTION NO.: #022
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: EQUINOX
YEAR: 2007
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 2CNDL73FX76068613
STARTING BID: $5,500.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION.: #023
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: TRACKER
YEAR: 2003
COLOR: SILVER
VIN#: 2CNBJ13C336952063
STARTING BID: $4,200.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION.: #024
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MAKE: TRACKER
YEAR: 2003
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 2CNBJ13C236935576
STARTING BID: $3,900.00
CONDITION: AS IS
AUCTION NO.: #025
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: EQUINOX
YEAR: 2005
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 2CNDL23F956133595
STARTING BID: $3,500.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #026
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: SILVERADO
YEAR: 2006
COLOR: BLUE
VIN#: 1GCHK29U66E256394
STARTING BID: $8,100.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #027
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: CARGO-VAN
YEAR: 2010
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GA2GXDG7A1100105
STARTING BID: $4,800.00
CONDITION: AS IS
Auction No.: #028
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Impala
Year: 2009
Color: Black
VIN#: 2G1WS57M791300817
Starting Bid: $6,500.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #029
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Malibu
Year: 2010
Color: White
VIN#: 1G1ZA5E06AF201659
Starting Bid: $3,500.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #030
Make: Ford
Model: Cargo-Van
Year: 2007
Color: White
VIN#: 1GCHG35U271115800
Starting Bid: $3,500.00
Condition: As Is
AUCTION NO.: #031
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: TRAILBLAZER
YEAR: 2009
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GNDT33S992119388
STARTING BID: $4,200.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #032
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: IMPALA
YEAR: 2009
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 2G1WB57KX91218661
STARTING BID: $5,500.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #033
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: SILVERADO
YEAR: 2006
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 2GCEK19V461327972
STARTING BID: $6,000.00
CONDITION: AS IS
AUCTION #: #034
MAKE: CHEVY
MODEL: SILVERADO
YEAR: 2017
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GCEK19V97Z115609
STARTING BID: $8,500.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION #: #035
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: COBALT
YEAR: 2009
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1G1AT58H497268694
STARTING BID: $3,800.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION #: #036
MAKE: JEEP
MODEL: COMMANDER
YEAR: 2007
COLOR: BLACK
VIN#: 1J8HG48K37C529407
STARTING BID: $13,000.00
CONDITION: AS IS
AUCTION NO.: #037
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: TRAILBLAZER
YEAR: 2007
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GNDT13S672115980
STARTING BID: $3,500.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #038
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: TRAILBLAZER
YEAR: 2003
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GNDT13S832214696
STARTING BID: $3,200.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #039
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: TRAILBLAZER
YEAR: 2007
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GNDT13S872135907
STARTING BID: $3,100.00
CONDITION: AS IS
Auction No.: #040
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Suburban
Year: 2011
Color: White
VIN#: 1GNSC5EO7BR161490
Starting Bid: $9,500.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #041
Make: Chevy
Model: Colorado
Year: 2006
Color: Blue
VIN#: 1GCDT1368290050
Starting Bid: $4,200.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #042
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Equinox
Year: 2008
Color: White
VIN#: 2CNGL23F486336866
Starting Bid: $3,500.00
Condition: As Is
Auction No.: #043
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Trailblazer
Year: 2005
Color: White
VIN#: 1GKDT13S952336192
Starting Bid: $3,100.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #044
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Trailblazer
Year: 2007
Color: White
VIN#: 1GNDT13S772189182
Starting Bid: $6,500.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #045
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Colorado
Year: 2009
Color: White
VIN#: 1GCJTDDE6A8110062
Starting Bid: $6,800.00
Condition: As Is
Auction No.: #046
Make: Nissan
Model: Quest
Year: 2008
Color: White
VIN#: 5N1BV28U78N104105
Starting Bid: $8,500.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #047
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Trailblazer
Year: 2007
Color: White
VIN#: 1GNDT13S072261209
Starting Bid: $6,900.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #048
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Impala
Year: 2009
Color: White
VIN#: 2G1WB57KX91222046
Starting Bid: $7,000.00
Condition: As Is
AUCTION NO.: #049
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: SUBURBAN
YEAR: 2008
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GNFC16J18J218971
STARTING BID: $8,500.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #050
MAKE: CHEVROLET
MODEL: COLORADO
YEAR: 2008
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GCDT13E788172528
STARTING BID: $6,500.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #051
MAKE: GMC
MODEL: ENVOY
YEAR: 2005
COLOR: SILVER
VIN#: 1GKDT13S552338151
STARTING BID: $6,800.00
CONDITION: AS IS
Auction No.: #052
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Trailblazer
Year: 2005
Color: Blue
VIN#: 1GNDT13S452235015
Starting Bid: $6,500.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #053
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Malibu
Year: 2009
Color: Black
VIN#: 1G1ZG57N794197118
Starting Bid: $8,900.00
Condition: As Is

Auction #: #054
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Trailblazer
Year: 2005
Color: Blue
VIN#: 1GNDT13S452235015
Starting Bid: $6,500.00
Condition: As Is
AUCTION NO.: #055  
MAKE: CHEVROLET  
MODEL: SILVERADO  
YEAR: 2011  
COLOR: WHITE  
VIN#: 1GCOKVCG8BF171045  
STARTING BID: $7,000.00  
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #056  
MAKE: CHEVROLET  
MODEL: MALIBU  
YEAR: 2009  
COLOR: WHITE  
VIN#: 1G1ZG57N194171324  
STARTING BID: $5,900.00  
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #057  
MAKE: CHEVROLET  
MODEL: TRAILBLAZER  
YEAR: 2008  
COLOR: WHITE  
VIN#: 1GNDT13S882174174  
STARTING BID: $7,800.00  
CONDITION: AS IS
2022 VEHICLE AUCTION

Auction No.: #058
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Malibu
Year: 2009
Color: Gray
VIN#: 1G1ZG57K794236313
Starting Bid: $2,500.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #059
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Trailblazer
Year: 2008
Color: White
VIN#: 1GNDT13S682164954
Starting Bid: $6,500.00
Condition: As Is

Auction No.: #060
Make: Chevrolet
Model: Malibu
Year: 2009
Color: Gray
VIN#: 1G1ZG57K794236313
Starting Bid: $2,500.00
Condition: As Is
AUCTION NO.: #061
MAKE: CHEVY
MODEL: BOX TRUCK
YEAR: 2010
COLOR: WHITE
VIN#: 1GD6G3AG7A1139973
STARTING BID: $4,500.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #062
MAKE: BOSTON WHALER VIGILANT
MODEL: 27 FT BOAT
YEAR: 2002
COLOR: WHITE & TURQUOIS
VIN#: WCG00136B202
STARTING BID: $4,500.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #063
MAKE: RENEGADE PILOT POWER
MODEL: 38 FT BOAT
YEAR: 2015
COLOR: NAVY BLUE & WHITE
VIN#: OSOA3823H415
STARTING BID: $18,000.00
CONDITION: AS IS
AUCTION NO.: #064
MAKE: BOSTON WHALER GUARDIAN
MODEL: 18 FT BOAT
YEAR: 2006
COLOR: WHITE & TURQUOIS
VIN#: B888- BALANCE FADED
STARTING BID: $2,500.00
CONDITION: AS IS

AUCTION NO.: #065
MAKE: KENWORTH
MODEL: T300
YEAR: 2006
COLOR: RED
VIN#: 2NKMLZ9X46M135540
STARTING BID: $1,000.00
CONDITION: AS IS